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The tailings and rice straw are waste by-products, and the storage of tailings on the ground
and the burning of rice straws will seriously damage the ecological environment. In this
study, the effect of different contents of alkalized rice straw (ARS; rice straw was alkalized
with 4% NaOH solution) on the mechanical properties and microstructure of cemented
tailings backfill (CTB; ARSCTB) was studied through uniaxial compressive strength (UCS),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) tests. The results
indicated that 1) the UCS of ARSCTB could be improved by ARS. However, with the
increase in the ARS content from 0.1 to 0.4 wt%, the UCS showed a monotonous
decreasing trend. The UCS improvement effect was best when the ARS content was
0.1 wt%, and at 7, 14, and 28 days curing ages, the UCS increased rate was 6.0, 8.3,
14.7% respectively. 2) The tensile strength of ARSCTB was generally higher than that of
CTB and positively correlated with the ARS content. The tensile strength increase rate was
24.1–34.2% at 28 days curing age. 3) The SEM test indicated that the ARS was wrapped
by cement hydration products, which improves its connection with the ARSCTB matrix.
ARS performed a bridging role, inhibited cracks propagation, and provided drag or pulling
force for the block that is about to fall off. Therefore, the mechanical properties of ARSCTB
were enhanced. However, under high ARS content, the inhibition of ARS on hydration
reaction and the overlap between ARSwere not conducive to the improvement of the UCS
of ARSCTB. 4) The post-peak residual strength and integrity effect of ARSCTB were
greater. It is recommended to add 0.1–0.2 wt% ARS to the backfill with high compressive
strength requirements such as the empty field subsequent filling mining method and the
artificial pillar. 0.3–0.4 wt% ARS is incorporated into backfill with high tensile strength
requirements such as high-stage filling with lateral exposure and artificial roof. This study
further makes up for the blank of the application of plant fiber in the field of mine filling and
helps to improve the mechanical properties of backfill through low-cost materials.
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INTRODUCTION

The mined-out areas formed during the mining of metal mines
lead to the movement and fragmentation of rock layers, which in
turn causes surface settlement in the mining area, unbalanced
ecological environment, and even a series of problems such as
safety accidents (Yang et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2019a; Huang et al.,
2019; Zeng et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2021). Meanwhile, a large
number of tailings will inevitably be produced in the process of
mineral processing. The tailings stored in the tailings pond not
only occupy a lot of land resources but also causes pollution to
groundwater and the surrounding ecological environment
(Huynh et al., 2006; Yilmaz et al., 2015; Qi and Fourie, 2019;
Hao et al., 2021). In addition, with the gradual depletion of
shallow mineral resources, mines around the world have become
deeper, high ground stress, and rockburst are the key factors
leading to goaf instability (Hao et al., 2020). To solve the above
problems, cemented tailings backfill (CTB) is widely used in
underground mines around the world because of its ability to
effectively control ground pressure, reduce surface settlement,
and manage tailings (Liu et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Zhao
et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2019a; Yang et al., 2020). CTB is a complex
composite material produced by mixing tailings (70–80 wt%),
cementing materials (3–7 wt%), and a corresponding proportion
of water, which is then transported to underground stopes by
gravity or pumping (Yang et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2019a). The
hardened filling body gradually has the ability to support the goaf,
absorb, and transfer stress. However, in the process of filling
mining, in addition to the quasi-static load of overlying strata, the
backfill was also disturbed by the excavation blasting near the ore
body, which was very easy to lead to the failure of the backfill.
Therefore, the mechanical properties of the backfill are the key to
its function. To improve the mechanical properties of the backfill,
at present, domestic and foreign scholars used chemical reagents
and/or synthetic fibers to enhance the mechanical properties of
the backfill (Yi et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2016; Haruna and Fall, 2017;
Chen et al., 2018; Manganea et al., 2018; Ouattara et al., 2018; Cao
et al., 2019b; Xue et al., 2019b; Jiang et al., 2020; Kou et al., 2020;
Cao et al., 2021; Cavusoglu et al., 2021; Koohestani et al., 2021),
and certain research results have been achieved. However, the
application of chemical reagents and synthetic fibers will increase
the filling cost. Therefore, it is necessary to seek low-cost and
wide-ranging admixtures to improve the mechanical behavior of
the backfill.

In comparison with synthetic fibers, plant fibers have the
advantages of low density, low cost, wide source (Xie et al.,
2015; Xie et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2020). In terms of concrete,
the application of plant fibers to improve the mechanical
properties of concrete has always been a hot research topic
(Chakraborty et al., 2013). Rahim et al. (2016) found that lime
concrete added with rape straw and hemp exhibited good
moisture absorption and buffer performance. Ammari et al.
(2020) studied the physical and mechanical properties of
concrete with barley straw and steel fiber, and the compressive
strength of concrete was improved. Farooqi and Ali (2019) found
that the compressive strength and flexural strength of concrete
with wheat straw (wheat straw was soaked, boiled, and chemically

treated) were all improved. Bederina et al. (2016) found that the
flexural strength and shrinkage of concrete with barley straw
treated with hot water, gasoline, varnish, and waste oil were
enhanced. Zhang et al. (2020) concluded that the addition of rice
straw significantly improved the tensile compression ratio and
impact resistance of concrete. Xie et al. (2015) added different
contents of rice straw to cement-based composites, which
significantly improved the flexural strength and fracture
toughness of cement-based composites. Chen et al. (2015)
concluded that rice straw could control the development of
cracks in the mortar, and the splitting toughness of the mortar
was improved. Based on the above research, plant fiber can be
used to improve the mechanical properties of cement-based
materials, and as the oldest plant fiber used in cement-based
materials, rice straw has been used for hundreds of years (Sun and
Jiang, 2007; Xie et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2020). Moreover,
according to the statistics and calculation of FAOSTAT (the
database of the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization), in 2018, the amount of straw was nearly 800
million tons in China (Song et al., 2018; Li, 2020). Among them,
the annual yield of rice straw reached 200 million tons. The
phenomenon of random stacking and burning of rice straw is
serious, and the utilization rate of resources is low [only a small
percentage of rice straw is used as fodder and curtains or is
biodegraded (Petrella et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020)]. Most of the
rice straw is burned in the field in spring and autumn, causing
serious pollution to the surrounding environment and
atmosphere (Chen et al., 2015; Ming et al., 2019). CTB is
similar to cement-based materials, but there are some
differences in aggregate source, size distribution of aggregate,
and cement dosage between the two materials. Thus, it is of great
significance to study the application of rice straw in the field of
filling, to reduce the environmental pollution caused by rice straw
burning, and to improve the utilization rate of resources and the
mechanical properties of the backfill. Regarding the application of
rice straw and other plant fibers in the field of filling, there are few
related studies. Among them,Wang et al. (2020) studied the effect
of alkalized rice straw of different lengths on the mechanical
properties of CTB and found that the strength of CTB was
significantly improved and was more sensitive to the rice
straw length. As the length of the rice straw increased, the
compressive strength of CTB increased first and then
decreased. When the length of rice straw was 12 mm, the
improvement effect of CTB strength was the best. However,
the effect of different rice straw contents on the mechanical
properties of CTB has not been studied. This would be
resulted in an insufficient exploration of the application of
plant fibers in the filling field. Therefore, it is necessary to
carry out experimental research on the response of the
mechanical properties of CTB with alkalize rice straw of
different contents. It provides a more detailed theoretical and
technical basis for the application of plant fiber in filling field.

Therefore, the aim of this experimental study is to provide a
better understanding of the effect of different alkalized rice straw
(ARS) contents on mechanical properties of CTB. To achieve this
aim, a series of UCS and tensile strength tests were carried out.
The strength changes, stress strain curve characteristics, and
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failure modes of CTB containing alkalized rice straw of different
contents (ARSCTB) were determined. The influence mechanism
of alkalized rice straw on CTB and ARSCTB strength was
discussed by SEM and XRD tests.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Materials and Characteristics
Tailings
The unclassified tailings were obtained from a copper mine in the
Jiangxi Province, China. The particle size distribution of these
tailings was analyzed using the Winner 2000 LPSA. The
pycnometer method was used to measure the specific gravity,
a small relative density meter was used to measure the unit
density, and the pH value of the unclassified tailings slurry with
an original mass concentration of 35% was measured on-site
using the METTLER TOLEDO pH meter. The results are
presented and depicted in Table 1 and Figure 1, respectively.
Particles in the tailings smaller than 74 μm account for about
48.4% of the total, which corresponds to a size classification of
medium to fine. X-ray fluorescence analysis test (XRF-1800) was

used to determine the main element content of the tailings, as
shown in Table 2. The content of Si and Ca was relatively high,
which was conducive to improve the strength of the backfill. The
alkalinity of the tailings was M0 � 0.49, indicating that the tailings
were acidic (<1).

Rice Straw
Rice straw was selected from the surrounding countryside of
Ganzhou, Jiangxi Province. Rice straw is composed of cellulose,
hemicellulose, lignin, and ash. Cellulose and hemicellulose are
composed of polysaccharide units. Hydrolysis of polysaccharides
under alkaline conditions will inhibit the hydration reaction of
cement (Fan and Sheng., 2011; Xie et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017).
Some scholars used NaOH solution (4 wt%) to alkalized rice
straw (ARS), which significantly reduced the inhibitory effect of
rice straw on cement hydration reaction (Fan and Sheng, 2011;
Chen et al., 2017;Wang et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2018). Thus, in this
experiment, rice straw was soaked in NaOH solution (4 wt%) for
24 h, washed with water until the pH value was 7 ± 0.1, and then
dried at 50°C. According to previous research (Wang et al., 2020),
the length of fixing ARS is 12 mm, and the ARS content is 0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4 wt% of the cement quantity, respectively. The elastic
modulus, bending deformation, and diameter of rice straw are
3.66 MPa, 3.17 mm, and 1.5–2.5 mm, respectively.

Binders and Water
The cementing material used in this test is ordinary Portland
cement (P.O32.5) commonly used in mines. The specific surface
area of the cement used is 2,105.2 cm2/g, and the specific gravity is
2.97. Domestic water is used as the test water. The chemical
composition of cement is shown in Table 3.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The test procedure is shown in Figure 2. The brief introduction to
the test steps is as follows:

Sample Preparation
The mix proportion for the CTB and ARSCTB mixtures used a
cement-to-tailings (c / t) ratio (dry weight) of 1:4 and a solid
content of 74 wt%. ARS was added to fillingmaterials at 0, 0.1, 0.2,

TABLE 1 | Physical properties of the main tailings.

Property
indexes

Porosity
(vol%)

Specific
gravity

Specific
surface
area

(m2/kg)

Content
<20 μm
(wt%)

Content
<74 μm
(wt%)

D10

(μm)
D50

(μm)
D90

(μm)
pH

Value 53.87 2.97 184.4 31.5 48.4 6.03 68.41 226.651 11

FIGURE 1 | Particle size distribution of unclassified tailings.

TABLE 2 | Composition of the main elements of the unclassified tailings (%).

Composition/% SiO2 CaO MgO Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO2 PbO2 MnO2 K2O P2O5 CuO

Content 33.02 15.68 1.82 2.56 10.37 4.55 0.0095 0.085 0.37 0.049 0.065
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0.3, and 0.4 wt% of the cement mass. When preparing the sample,
cement and tailings were first mixed evenly, and then ARS was
added and mixed again. Finally, a proper amount of water was
added and stirred by a JJ-5 mixer for 5 min to ensure evenmixing.
Part of CTB and ARSCTB slurries were tested for slump (rice
straw had strong water absorption capacity, and with increased
ARS content, the fluidity of filling slurry would inevitably be

affected. Hence, according to Standard Test Method for Slump of
Portland Cement Concrete (ASTM C143/C143M-2015), slump
test of filled slurry with ARS was carried out using cone slump
cone (upper diameter: 10 cm, lower diameter: 20 cm, height:
30 cm) (Wang and Chen, 2016; Zheng et al., 2016; Deng,
2017; Chen et al., 2020). The results were shown in Figure 3
and Table 4. With the ARS content increase from 0 to 0.4 wt%,
the slump value decreased from 26.8 to 25.6 cm, showed a
linearly decreasing trend. They have a high linear function
relationship (R2 � 0.9889, where x and y represent the ARS
content and slump value, respectively). The results show that ARS
can affect the fluidity of the filling slurry, which is due to its high
water absorption capacity, which reduces the free water content
in the fresh filling slurry, resulting in the decrease of the fluidity of

TABLE 3 | The chemical composition of cement.

Compositions CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO2 Na2O Other

wt% 63.66 21.26 4.5 2.8 1.66 2.58 0.18 3.36

FIGURE 2 | The experimental flowchart.

FIGURE 3 | Slump value of filling slurry.

TABLE 4 | The experiment scheme design of uniaxial compressive strength tests
and tension tests.

NO. c/ta W/ (wt%)b L (%)/
(mm)c

C/ (wt%)d Slump/ (cm)

C-0

1:4 74

0 0 26.8
C-1 12 0.1 26.4
C-2 12 0.2 26.2
C-3 12 0.3 25.9
C-4 12 0.4 25.6

adry mass ratio of cement to tailings.
bmass concentration.
cARS length.
dARS content.
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the fresh filling slurry (Sathiparan and De Zoysa, 2018; Chen
et al., 2020). Meanwhile, since the maximum ARS content in this
test was only 0.4 wt% of the cement quantity, it had little effect on
the slump of the filling slurry (the maximum reduction rate was
only 4.8%). The addition of ARS could ensure that the filling
slurry had good fluidity. The remaining part of the filling slurry
was poured into a cube mold (70.7 mm), and after demolding, the
samples were placed in an HBY-40B standard curing box (20°C ±
1°C, 90 ± 5%). The experimental design is presented in Table 4.

Uniaxial Compressive Strength and Tensile
Strength Tests
After the desired curing time (7, 14, and 28 days), the UCS test was
conducted on CTB and ARSCTB (CTB and ARSCTB were cube
samples with a size of 70.7 mm. The upper and lower end faces of the
samples were polished before testing) according to the standard
ASTMC39/C39M-18. The RMT-150C rock mechanics test system
was used. The backfill was loaded continuously at a constant speed of
0.6 mm/min, themaximum loadwas 1,000 kN, and the piston stroke
was 50mm, recorded once every 0.5 s. On this basis, the tensile
strength was tested at the same loading rate. The mechanical
parameters and stress strain curves of the backfill were obtained.
Three samples were tested for each backfill formulation, and the
average values of the UCS and tensile strength were calculated.

Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray
Diffraction Tests
Microstructural tests of CTB and ARSCTB were performed by SEM
equipment (XL30W/TMP, United States) at 28 days curing time. The
samples were crushed and cored, and the cement hydration reaction
was terminated with anhydrous ethanol after 28 days (Wang et al.,
2020). The samples were sprayed with gold to improve conductivity.
The samples were placed into the SEM sample chamber, a vacuum
was created, and the interaction between ARS and the ARSCTB
matrix was observed. In addition, XRD (Smart apex II, United States)
was used to determine the type and intensity of hydration products of
CTB and ARSCTB. In this experiment, the scanning speed was
10 deg/min, and the range of 2 θ was 10–90°.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Effect of Rice Straw was Alkalized With
4% NaOH Solution Content on the Uniaxial
Compressive Strength of CTB and ARSCTB
Figure 4 shows the UCS test results of CTB and ARSCTB at 7, 14,
and 28 days curing ages. As the figure shows: 1) at 14 days curing
age, the UCS of CTB was 3.85 MPa, and the UCS of ARSCTB
decreased gradually from 4.17 MPa with 0.1 wt% ARS to
3.89 MPa with 0.4 wt%, that is, the increased rate of the UCS
of ARSCTB decreased from 8.3 to 1.0%. 2)When the ARS content
was 0.1 wt%, at 7, 14, and 28 days curing age, compared with
CTB, the UCS of ARSCTB increased by 6.0, 8.3, 14.7%,
respectively. When the ARS content was 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 wt%, it
had the same properties, that is, with the increased curing age, the
better the improvement effect of ARS on the UCS of ARSCTB; 3)
At 7 days curing age, when the ARS content was 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 wt%,
the UCS of ARSCTB was reduced by 2.0, 5.0, 6.0% compared with
CTB, and the UCS of other ARSCTBs was higher than the
corresponding CTB.

The above three conclusions are mainly attributed to the
following three reasons. 1) ARS plays a bridging role in the
ARSCTB matrix. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the
distribution of ARS in the ARSCTB matrix. As shown in
Figure 5, ARS has a high adhesive strength with the ARSCTB
matrix, which can inhibit the crack propagation and exert a drag
force on the block that is about to fall off; thus, the effective stress
area of ARSCTB is increased, and the strength is improved (Wang
et al., 2020; Ramli et al., 2013; Bederina et al., 2016) (conclusion 1)
and 2) ARS inhibits cement hydration reaction. Although the rice
straw is alkalized, there is a slight inhibition of cement hydration
(Wang et al., 2017). With the increase of ARS content, the
inhibition effect of ARS on cement hydration reaction
gradually appears, which leads to the decrease of adhesive
strength between ARS and the ARSCTB matrix, which
weakens the bridging effect and crack inhibition effect, and
the UCS of ARSCTB decreases. This phenomenon is also
supported by XRD results, as shown in Figure 6. From
Figure 6A, the main hydration products of CTB and ARSCTB

FIGURE 4 | The UCS of CTB and ARSCTB.
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are calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), calcium hydroxide (CH),
and ettringite (AFt) at 7 days curing age. When the content of
ARS is 0.1 wt%, compared with CTB, the change of diffraction
peak of hydration products is small. It indicated that the ARS
content is less, and the inhibition effect of ARS on cement
hydration is not obvious. Therefore, the adhesive force
between ARS and the ARSCTB matrix is high, and the
bridging effect is dominant, which effectively improved the
internal structure of ARSCTB. When the ARS content is
0.4 wt%, the diffraction peak of hydration products decreases
obviously. It indicated that the inhibition effect of ARS on cement
hydration reaction is enhanced, which leads to the decrease of
adhesive strength between ARS and the ARSCTB matrix, so the
UCS of ARSCTB decreases. As the curing age increases, cement
hydration products increase (Xu et al., 2019b), which can also be
found in Figure 6B (the diffraction peak intensity of hydration
products increases), and it can be seen from Figure 6B that the
diffraction peak intensities of hydration products of CTB and
ARSCTB have no obvious difference. It indicated that with the
increase in curing age, the inhibition effect of ARS on cement
hydration reaction is weakened. Thus, the degree of the
connection between ARS and the ARSCTB matrix is
enhanced, and the adhesive force and friction between ARS
and the ARSCTB matrix increase significantly. Therefore, the
UCS of ARSCTB is higher than that of CTB, and the bridging
effect of ARS is dominant at 14 and 28 days curing ages regardless

of the ARS content (conclusion 2 and 3). 3) ARS was randomly
dispersed in the ARSCTB matrix (Figure 5A). With increased
ARS content, ARS overlapped each other in the ARSCTB matrix
(Xu et al., 2019a), which caused the decrease of adhesive strength
between ARS and the ARSCTB matrix, and defects were
generated (as shown in Figures 5B,C), which was another
reason why the UCS of ARS decreased gradually with
increased ARS content (conclusion 1)). In summary, the
addition of an appropriate amount of ARS can improve the
compressive strength of the backfill, which is consistent with
the previous results (Chen et al., 2020). However, compared with
the previous research results (Chen et al., 2020), the improvement
effect of ARS on the compressive strength of backfill in this study
is relatively low, which may be related to the preparation of rice
straw (rice straw is alkalized in this study, and the shape of rice
straw is circular tube, while the rice straw used by Chen et al.
(2017) is flocculent).

The Effect of Rice Straw was Alkalized With
4% NaOH Solution Content on the Tensile
Strength of CTB and ARSCTB
Figure 7 shows the tensile strength test results of CTB and
ARSCTB at 7, 14, and 28 days curing ages. As shown in
Figure 7, the tensile strength of CTB was 0.27 MPa at 7 days
curing age. As the ARS content gradually increased from 0.1 to

FIGURE 5 | Two-dimensional distribution diagram of ARS (A: 0.1 wt%; B: 0.4 wt%).

FIGURE 6 | X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of CTB and ARSCTB (A-7 days; B-28 days).
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0.4 wt%, the tensile strength of ARSCTB increased from 0.32 to
0.36 MPa, and the increased rate of tensile strength was
18.5–29.6%. Meanwhile, the changing trend of tensile strength
was the same at 14, 28 days curing ages. The increased rate of
tensile strength was 9.1–22.7% and 24.1–34.2%; that is, the tensile
strength of ARSCTB was generally higher than CTB. The tensile
strength was positively correlated with the ARS content. This
conclusion is mainly attributed to the following two reasons. 1)
ARS plays as a bridging role in the ARSCTB matrix. As
mentioned earlier, ARS is randomly distributed inside the
ARSCTB matrix. when the ARCTB tensile failure occurs, ARS
may have penetrated the positions where ARSCTB is damaged by
tension, similar to “grouting anchor” (bridging effect), as shown
in Figure 8. The adhesive force between ARS and the ARSCTB
matrix can inhibit the crack propagation (Xue et al., 2019a; Wang
et al., 2020) and provide pulling force for the blocks on both sides
of the crack. Therefore, the tensile stress was transferred from the

ARSCTB matrix to ARS, and the pulling out of the ARS from the
matrix consumed energy, thereby the tensile strength of ARSCTB
is enhanced. 2) With the increase of ARS content, the number of
ARS on both sides of tensile crack is increased. Figures 8A,B
show the split surface of tensile strength test of ARSCTB with
ARS content of 0.1 and 0.4 wt%, respectively. It can be seen from
the figure that with the increase of ARS content, the number of
ARS at the split surface increases obviously (for instance, the
number of ARS increased from two at 0.1% to five at 0.4%, and
there was a positive correlation between them). The bridging
effect of ARS is strengthened, and the inhibition effect of ARS on
cracks is enhanced. Thus, the pulling force provided by ARS for
both sides of the crack is increased, and more ARSs consume
more capacity when pulling out of the ARSCTB matrix,
contributing to the improvement of the tensile strength of
ARSCTB. In addition, the strengthening bridging effect of ARS
can also make up for the inhibition of ARS on cement hydration

FIGURE 7 | The tensile strength of CTB and ARSCTB.

FIGURE 8 | The split surface of ARSCTB (a: 0.1 wt%, 0.4 wt%).
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at 7 days curing age, which can also be clearly found in the
changing trend of the ARSCTB tensile strength.

Analysis of the Stress Strain Curves of CTB
and ARSCTB
The Stress Strain Curves of Uniaxial Compressive
Strength
Figure 9 shows the stress strain curves of the UCS test of CTB and
ARSCTB at 28 days curing age. The failure process of CTB and
ARSCTB is divided into four stages: 1) pore compaction stage
(OA); 2) linear elasticity stage (AB); 3) plastic yield stage (BC); 4)
failure stage (CD) (Cao et al., 2019a; Xue et al., 2019b;Wang et al.,
2020). The detailed description of each stage of the curve is as
follows:

In the OA stage, the curves were concave upward. Under the
initial loading condition, the internal pores were compressed and
closed or broken under the action of external force (28 days
curing age, the backfill had high brittleness). In this stage, the
strain of ARSCTB was greater than CTB. This may be due to the
existence of ARS which is not completely filled by the cement
tailings, resulting in increased pores. Thus, strain was increased.
This phenomenon was consistent with the results of previous
studies (Wang et al., 2020). In AB stage, the backfill entered the
elastic deformation stage, and the curves of all samples are
approximately straight line. The slope of the ARSCTB curve
was smaller than CTB, and the time to break the threshold was
longer. In BC stage, the cracks in the backfill gradually expanded,
and the curves were convex, and gradually reached the peak
strength (Cheng et al., 2018). At this stage, the peak strength of
ARSCTB was generally higher than that of CTB. At this stage,
ARS was the main action stage (Wang et al., 2020; Xue et al.,
2020), which played a bridging role in the ARSCTB matrix. The
further propagation and convergence of cracks were restrained,
the stress concentration at the crack tip was relieved, and the drag
force was generated on the block of ARSCTB, so that the

compressive stress was evenly distributed on the top and
bottom of ARSCTB, and the strength of ARSCTB was
improved. In the CD stage, after the peak strength, the crack
evolution was intensified, and the load continues to be applied,
and the compressive strength rapidly decreases and gradually
flattens. It can be found that all the samples had a certain residual
strength, the residual strength of ARSCTB was significantly
higher than that of CTB, and the residual strength decreased
with the increase of ARS content. This is because ARS played a
bridging role in the ARSCTBmatrix and produced a drag force on
the block. As a result, the abscission of block of ARSCTB was
reduced, and the stress area of ARSCTB was increased. The
residual strength of ARSCTB was improved, and the bearing
capacity was more after failure. However, the increase in ARS
content increased the probability of ARS overlapping and cross,
and then reduced the post-peak bearing capacity. The UCS and
post-peak residual strength of the backfill are improved by the
addition of ARS. It follows that in actual filling operations,
ARSCTB can better ensure the stability of the goaf and
improve the safety of downhole operations.

The Stress Strain Curves of Tensile Strength
Figure 10 shows the stress strain curve of tensile strength tests for
CTB and ARSCTB at 28 days curing age. As shown in Figure 10,
from the overall view, a higher brittleness was exhibited by CTB
and ARSCTB, when the tensile stress reached the extreme tensile
strength value, the stress was reduced to zero instantly. However,
the peak tensile strength of ARSCTB was higher at 28 days curing
age (corresponding to the results of tensile strength test), and the
peak strain of ARSCTB was greater. The bridging effect of ARS in
the ARSCTB matrix exerted a pilling force on the blocks of both
sides of the crack, which improved the tensile strength of
ARSCTB, inhibited the crack propagation, and slowed down
the failure of ARSCTB. Moreover, the increase of peak strain
can delay damage under tensile stress, which is beneficial to the

FIGURE 9 | Stress-strain curves of the UCS of CTB and ARSCTB.

FIGURE 10 | Stress-strain curves of the tensile strength of the CTB and
ARSCTB.
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safety of downhole operation. Meanwhile, ore dilution and high
brittleness of the backfill can be reduced.

Analysis of Damage Mode of CTB and
ARSCTB
Figure 11 shows the failure modes of CTB and ARSCTB at
28 days curing age. It can be seen from Figure 11 that there are
differences in failure mode and damage degree between CTB and
ARSCTB, indicating that the internal structure of ARSCTB is
changed by ARS. As shown in Figure 11C–0, the failure mode of
CTB was mainly tensile failure; accompanied by shear failure, two
nearly parallel main cracks penetrated the upper and lower sides
of CTB, and they were connected by a third main crack, resulting
in the block was about to separate from the CTB matrix. Two
collapse areas were generated during the compression process
(the area of the collapsed area was larger). CTB was seriously
damaged under uniaxial compression, and the bearing capacity
was poor after damage, which corresponded to the lower post-
peak residual strength in Figure 9. However, the failure mode of
ARSCTB was more complex. The failure mode of ARSCTB was
tension shear mixed failure, which may be related to the
significant increase of tensile strength of ARSCTB in Figure 5.
It can be found from Figures 11C1–4 that the main crack of
ARSCTB was narrow and did not penetrate the upper and lower
parts of ARSCTB, and there was no obvious large body falling off.
Meanwhile, ARSCTB had more secondary cracks, and the
secondary cracks were not connected with each other under
this strain condition, which had little effect on the strength. In
addition, with increased ARS content, the area of the ARSCTB
collapse zone increased gradually. This was because the increased
rate of ARS content caused the overlap of ARS in the ARSCTB
matrix, which reduced the adhesive force between ARS and the
ARSCTB matrix, resulting in the increased collapse area. This
phenomenon was consistent with the conclusion in Figure 4.
From overall view, after the UCS test, the integrity of ARSCTB
was higher, and the block did not fall off. This phenomenon
corresponded to the higher residual strength of the ARSCTB

stress strain curve. In addition, when the ARS content was 0.1 wt%,
ARSCTB was most integrated after UCS test, which was consistent
with the changing trend of UCS in Figure 4. The integrity of
ARSCTB is improved by ARS, and then the stability of backfill is
enhanced, which is beneficial for backfill to effectively support goaf,
maintain its own self-supporting ability, better play its different
functions, and improve safety of downhole operation. Meanwhile,
the ARS content can be adjusted by the actual fillingminingmethod,
and then the different mechanical behaviors of the backfill can be
obtained, as described in the following the engineering suggestions.

Analysis of Microstructure Evolution of CTB
and ARSCTB
The mechanical properties of ARSCTB were significantly
improved by the addition of ARS. To understand the micro-
scale interaction relationship between ARS and the ARSCTB
matrix, and based on the influence of ARS content on the UCS
and tensile strength of ARSCTB, the SEM test was carried out on
the representative backfill samples (C-0, C-1, C-4) at 28 days
curing age, as shown in Figure 12. It can be seen from Figures
12C–0,1,4 that the microstructure of CTB and ARSCTB had no
obvious difference at 28 days curing age, with dense structure and
less pores, and the inhibition effect of ARS on cement hydration
was negligible (it is consistent with the XRD results in Figure 6B).
Therefore, the change of the internal structure of the ARSCTB
matrix by ARS is the main reason for its strength improvement.
Figures 12C–1i,4i show the microscopic interaction relationship
between ARS and the ARSCTBmatrix when the ARS content was
0.1 and 0.4 wt%, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that
the end and surface of ARS were wrapped by cement hydration
products, and the adhesive strength between ARS and the
ARSCTB matrix was improved, which help ARS play a
bridging role in the ARSCTB matrix, and the crack
propagation was restrained, providing a drag force or pulling
force for the block that is about to fall off (Chen et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2020). Thus, the mechanical properties of ARSCTB were
improved, the post-peak residual strength was increased, and the

FIGURE 11 | Failure mode of CTB and ARSCTB.
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integrity of ARSCTB was enhanced (consistent with the results in
Figure 4 and Figure 11). In addition, the rough texture of the ARS
surface increased its friction with the ARSCTB matrix and further
improved the adhesive strength between ARS and the ARSCTB
matrix (strengthening the bridging effect of ARS). Figures
12C–i,ii,iii show the microscopic interaction between ARS (ARS
content is 0.4 wt%) and the ARSCTB matrix. It can be seen from the
figure that ARS was filled with cement tailings and connected to the
ARSCTBmatrix as awholewithout obvious cracks (Figures 12C–i,ii),
which hold ARS play a better bridging role, themorphology of ARS in
the backfill matrix was consistent with that of Chen et al., 2020. In
addition, in Figure 12–Ciii, there were holes in ARS that were not
filled with cement tailings, but ARS was not damaged under external
force, which corresponded to the large strain at the initial stage of the
stress strain curve of ARSCTB in Figure 9.

ENGINEERING SUGGESTIONS

Themechanical properties of the backfill in filling miningmethod
are the key to control ground pressure, reduce surface subsidence,
and provide safe working environment for workers. Therefore,
the backfill must have enough stability. Based on this study, the
UCS and tensile strength of ARSCTB were higher than those of

CTB at 28 days curing age regardless of the ARS content
(especially at 0.1 wt% ARS, the UCS of ARSCTB was best
improved, and when this content of ARS was added to the
backfill, the strength of ARSCTB was significantly improved
compared with the strength of the backfill required by the
mine, which ensured the safety of underground operation).
However, the UCS and tensile strength of ARSCTB have
negative correlation and positive correlation with the ARS
content. Therefore, for the application of ARS in actual filling,
the following suggestions are presented: 1) In the open stope and
subsequent filling method with pillars, the compressive strength
of the backfill is the key to its stability. Therefore, it is
recommended to add 0.1 wt% ARS to the backfill. 2) In the
high-stage subsequent filling mining method with two-step
stoping, the backfill is exposed laterally during the second step
mining, and the backfill is prone to tensile failure under the action
of ground pressure and blasting stress wave. It is recommended to
add 0.3–0.4 wt% ARS. 3) In the downward slicing or drift filling
mining method, as artificial false roof, the backfill is prone to
tensile failure, which increases the mining risk. Therefore, it is
recommended to add 0.4 wt% ARS. 4) When the backfill is used
as artificial pillar for residual pillar mining, the compressive
strength of the backfill is required to be high. Therefore, it is
recommended to add 0.1 wt% ARS.

FIGURE 12 | SEM images of CTB and ARSCTB (G is the magnification).
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CONCLUSIONS

1) The UCS of ARSCTB can be improved by ARS, and it is
positively correlated with curing age. However, with the ARS
content increases from 0.1 to 0.4 wt%, the UCS of ARSCTB
gradually decreases. When the ARS content is 0.1 wt%, the
UCS improvement effect is best, and the UCS increased rate is
6.0, 8.3, 14.7% at 7, 14, and 28 days curing age.

2) With the ARS content increases from 0.1 to 0.4 wt%, the
increased rates of tensile strength of ARSCTB at 7, 14, and 28 days
are 18.5–29.6%, 9.1–22.7%, and 24.1–34.2%, respectively. The
tensile strength of ARSCTB is generally higher than that of CTB
and is positively correlated with the ARS content.

3) The failure mode of ARSCTB is complex, mainly tensile
shear mixed failure. However, ARSCTB has higher integrity after
failure. ARSCTB is most integrated after the UCS test, when the
ARS content was 0.1 wt%. Meanwhile, ARSCTB has higher
residual strength and greater bearing capacity after failure.

4) The microstructure shows that ARS is wrapped by the
cement hydration products and has a high adhesive force with
the ARSCTB matrix. ARS plays a bridging role in the matrix.
The crack propagation is restrained. However, after a content
of about 0.2–0.3 wt%, the inhibition of ARS on hydration
reaction and the overlap between ARS are not conducive to
the improvement of the UCS of ARSCTB.

5) In the actual filling operation, it is recommended to add
0.1 wt% of ARS to the backfill of open stope and subsequent filling
method, and 0.3–0.4 wt% of ARS to the backfill that needs to be
laterally exposed in the high stage, 0.4 wt% ARS is added to the
backfill of the false roof, and 0.2–0.3 wt% ARS is added to the
backfill used as the artificial pillar mining residual pillar.

The change of ARS content significantly affects the strength of
changing trend of backfill, which indicates that it is valuable to
study the effect of ARS content on the mechanical properties of
backfill. Meanwhile, according to the influence of ARS content on

UCS and tensile strength, ARS contents can be determined
according to the actual filling situation. Moreover, it is a green
and sustainable development method to improve the mechanical
properties of backfill by using rice straw waste with low cost and
wide sources.
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